
Jabal Kawr, M ’Seeb Rappers, Anhydrous Living; 
Jabal Misht, Vultures' Keep; Amqah Tower; 
Jabal Nakhus, H and Grater. D uring  late 
December 2009 and early January 2010, Gra
ham Rowbotham and I completed five new 
routes on the exotic limestone of the West
ern Hajar. Starting on the southwest face of 
Jabal Kawr near M ’Seeb hamlet, we climbed 
an old watercourse on the shallow buttress 
immediately left of the Kawr Tower. Some 
sources record this as the line of the 1984 
route National Day Climb (500m, D-), but I 
had concluded after a visit in 2007 that that 
route likely took an easier line much farther 
left (AAJ 2008, p.283). Nevertheless we found 
several rusty pitons on the opening pitches, 
and immediately below a capping overhang 
a hawser-laid cord around a tree and another 
peg with an old Joe Brown carabiner. An awk
ward, cam-protected traverse on friable rock 
allowed us to continue, and we found no fur
ther signs of passage. We named the route The 
M’Seeb Rappers (463m of climbing, TD- VI-).

Farther northwest on the same face lies 
the Kawr Pillar and its slightly more laid-back 
twin, which we named Mabos Pillar, after one 
of the nearby villages. We approached the 
Mabos Pillar by scrambling up a dry water- 
slide gully to bivouac in the hanging valley 
above. The crucial passage on the climb was 
an orange buttress at half-height. With careful



route finding, we avoided other steeper 
walls. As we returned by torchlight to the 
bivouac site, we passed a remote ham 
let, far from any apparent water source. 
The inhabitants greeted us enthusiasti
cally and plied us with dates and coffee. 
This encounter and our own water-con
strained days led to the route name Anhy
drous Living (924m of climbing, TD- V).

Also on the southwest side of Jabal 
Kawr, the newly completed but already 
blocked road to Nadan helped us access 
the main western arête of the Nadan Pil
lar. We completed 315m of climbing up 
to V+ on variable rock. At a prom inent 
steep step on the arête, we could see no 
way to continue and retreated by rappel. 
We felt fortunate that the ropes pulled 
cleanly, as the stiff breeze threatened to 
snag them on endless spikes and flakes.

We were keen to include a route on 
Jabal Misht, so on January 3 we walked in 
moonlight to the far left end of the south 
face. Starting 100m left of Rock Vulture,

we found superlative climbing, finishing near the main arête on the left side of the first tower. 
We named the route Vultures’ Keep (456m of climbing, D+ V+) in honor of the residents of the 
tower. After this we drove north to seek out Jabal Murri, a mysterious rocky massif visible from 
high on Jabal Misht. We ascended Amqah Tower, the westernmost of Jabal Murri’s distinctive set 
of towers, taking the best orange rock but finding only one pitch of IV in reaching this excellent 
viewpoint.



Finally, we took the main highway via Wadi Hawasinah to investigate the alluring east 
face of Jabal Nakhus, first climbed in January 2009 by Ian Gough and Joe Sambataro. Wary of 
the numerous off-width corners, we took a narrower crack line up the center of the main face. 
This provided solid, well-protected climbing, but the sharp rock bloodied our hands merci
lessly. We continued to the ridge to complete Hand Grater (338m of climbing, VI or British 
HVS 5a+) and descended by rappel close to the Gough-Sambataro descent. Although the local 
villagers seemed concerned about our antics, the inaccessible summit ridge featured a pair of 
large, expertly constructed cairns.

After this, we took a much-needed soak in the Nakhl hot springs before returning to 
Muscat. In contrast to my previous visits, the weather on this trip was persistently cool with 
frequent afternoon clouds. Otherwise nothing had changed: the people remain as hospitable as 
ever, and we saw no other visitors except at well-known attractions.
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